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Title word cross-reference

$(k, P)$ [WLX$^{+}$23], 3 [XLL$^{+}$21]. $^2$[BXF$^{+}$20].
$^3$[LGS$^{+}$23], $^h$[PXW$^{+}$22]. $^B$[LK20]. $\Delta$
[TC18]. $^k$[BBC$^{+}$19, GEG$^{+}$08, MKGV07, MM12, NADR21, SCS20, ZLY$^{+}$20a]. $^L$
[MKGV07]. $^N$[ML15, CBRB09].

-anonymity [MKGV07]. -ary [CBRB09].
-center [GEG$^{+}$08]. -Core
[SCS20, WLX$^{+}$23]. -Dimensional
[XLL$^{+}$21]. -diversity [MKGV07].
-hypergraphs [LK20]. -Means [MM12].
-Subgraph [NADR21].

19 [BBB$^{+}$22, LLL$^{+}$23b, ZHSL23].


3E [LLY$^{+}$21]. 3E-LDA [LLY$^{+}$21].

8M [BT21].

ABLE [HFL$^{+}$22]. ABRA [RU18].
Absence [SB21b]. Academic [WLX$^{+}$23].
Accelerating [JYY$^{+}$21]. Accident
[LCX$^{+}$23]. According [DKSK22].
Accumulated [SWH$^{+}$23]. Accuracy
[MM12, XYW$^{+}$20]. Accurate
[LNG18, LJK18, SHF18, SOK$^{+}$20, SLO$^{+}$21, YWDP16, Kor10]. Accurately [HKR$^{+}$23].
ACM [ACPW13, BBD$^{+}$07, GL15, MG09].

Action [HLC19, SKW+21, YLYH20, VALF12].

Ada-MIP [RZY+23].

Adaptive [AMI18, BLP21, DGB16, GSG+20, GW21, KBR+16, LLW+21, LTN+08, LFL+23, NWW+20, RZY+23, SZD+23, TLG+23, WDF22, XXZ19, YZL+22, ZL+23, ZDL23].

Addendum [vLCV+19].

Adding [WGC+21].

Additive [Pap15].

Addressing [RCM+13].

Adapting [ZWW+16].

Adversarial [CDC23, DKL18, HZM+22, LLL23a, LGZ+21, XWZ+22, ZLD+23, ZRJ+22, ZBAG20].

Advice [HHZ+18].

Affect [ACE20].

Aggregated [HYQy15].

Aggregation [CG+23, WMW+22, GMT07].

Agnostic [WJR+10].

Air [WSDL19, ZSY+19].

Aleatory [BAC23].

Algebraic [Bur21].

Algorithm [BBK19, BT21, Con20, FKKD17, JSP15, LWS22, LYL+22, LWY16, LYGG22, MHS20, WSZZ14, WLD+23, WGYC21, WHC+23, YLL+21a, AF09, VAd10, WC12].

Algorithms [AK15, AKM20, BGW13, BCC+21, CCV19, CPC10, DA18, GBGL20, GCB+21, GJ16, GNMQ21, GSWJ20, JZS+23, LCCM19, LYGG22, ME11, SHF18, SGCH19, WZL+16, YSY+22, XZL+22, ZLW+21a, BBCG10, GEG+08, ZZW09].

Algorithms-Experiments [GNMQ21].

Alignment [BGWS13, HST+23, MAHT18, ZTT+20, ZRJ+22].

Alleviate [CC19].

Allocation [GL22, ZP15].

Alzheimer [LCG+18]. Among [LZZ+22b, VDMC22].

AMS [JH19].

Analysis [ACE20, ABS19, AZBW21, BHW+17, CLG+19, CNZ+17, GNMQ21, GSG+20, HLCR20, LSFL18, LLV+21, LAN+18, LFZ+15, LWG+16, MYL+21, NWW+20, PTZ+22, RBF+21, SMS22, STD+18, WQZ+16, XL15, XZL21, YHL15, ZZY+16, ZHT+20, ZWB22, ZCZQ19, CRST09, DD09, DAR09, GEG+08, LNR08, LT+08, STP+08, ZLT09].

analytical [DD09].

Analytics [AT17, CKC+18, LQW15, SGM+23, SGCH19, WLP18, vLCV+18, vLCV+19].

Analyzing [KU10, LC+09, WDD20, ASHK14, DD09].

Anchor [LF23, WZW+22].

Anesthesiologists [MMMJ16].

Annotation [BFRL13, HLL17, KRU17, LQW15, SGM+23].

Announcement [GLMW22].

Anomalies [CNZ+17, DWD+20, LSL+22, PA18].

Anomalous [CYT+17, GLG+22, NLA23, WWHW19].

Anomaly [Ang20, BLH+22, GJDX+14, HQYY14, JZS23, KBR+16, LMG18, LYT22, LTZ12, LCN14, LBL+21, RA16, SFD21, WJ+10, YWW+21, YHL15, ZLD+23].

anonymity [MKGV07].

Anonymization [MFHL10].

Anonymized [WF+11, LNR08].

anonymizing [CGL18].

Answering [BWD10, GFM21, ASC+19, ALB09].

App [LWG+16, LCF19, OGT+21].

App2Vec [WLD+21].

 Appliances [JKP+21].

Application [DPDG18, LYGG22, LFL+23, MM12, SHL19, SFS18, WLD+21, CSF+12].

Applications [AHGA14, GBGL20, GCB+21, LYLW12, LSFL18, LK15, LBT+23, MH22, NGB18, RJK+20, WZL+16, ZXL22, ZH16, CT14, GEG+08, STP+08].

Applied [QSS20, HAKU+08].

Approach [AKM18, BPW+18, CPP20, CGZ16, CRGP14, CTZ16, DA19, HCC+14, JY+20, JCB+16, JYD+19, JS21, KN18, KHTR18, KSB+21, KL23, LSL+22, LVH+21, LGS+23, LYL+20, ZTT+20].
Behaviort [CSZ+21, CYT+17, DWW22, LLW16, SOL22, XL16, XLT+20, APU09, FY14].
Behavior2Vec [Che18]. Behavioral
[BGWSB19, CPC10, LSY+09]. Behaviors [Che18, JCB+16, LSZ+19, LZZ+22b, WWHW19]. Bellwether [CRST09].
Benchmark [AKM17, LFY+23, TDLM19].
Benchmarking [RET+23, SB21a]. BERT [LYGG22].
Best [Agg17, WL16, XL20, GSTC12]. Beta
[IAB22]. Beta-Liouville [IAB22]. Better
[LCWC20, TSRK20]. between
[CZY11, MYB19, Web10, XYW+20].
Betweensness [CWR23, LK20, RU18].
Beyond [BCK+18, LLG+23, LGZ+22, TLG+23, MKGV07]. Bi [LZP20].
Bi-Directional [LZP20]. Bias [AZD+21].
Biasing [LWWX23]. Bidding [LCWC20].
Bidirectional [CSZ+21, GSG+20]. Big
[AKM20, CTZ16, GSWJ20, RCM+13, SGC19, TWC016, YWDP16]. BigChat
[TWCO16]. Bike [WGC+23]. Bike-sharing
[WGC+23]. BiLabel [ZFW22].
BiLabel-Specific [ZFW22]. Binary
[DEST22, DSL+14, LV18, ZYYZ21].
bioinformatics [ZKYW08]. biological
[JMR08]. Biomedical [CTZ16, SMA+08].
Bipartite
[CZY+22, LFL+23, WQZ+16, ZLDL23].
Birth [MHKG19]. Birthday [JSP15]. BISC
[AX10]. bitmap [CX10]. Blocking [KSM09, NZW23, OJLD22, YLYW+19, dVKCC11].
Blockmodel [LYC+21]. Blog [YWC+16].
Bloom [CXH+20, PXW+22, dVKCC11].
Boltzmann [JSG+19]. Boolean
[DTSA22, MV14]. boost [Bal13]. Boosting
[FIH4, NK20]. Bootstrap [MM12]. Bot
[XLT+20]. Both [AZD+21, BAC23].
Bottleneck [YLHY20]. Bound [LWW23a].
Boundary [AZD+21]. Bounded [LLZ+21].
Bounds [MSC+19]. Bradykinesia
[LLL+20]. Brain [LLW+21, STD+18].
Breaches [WFW+11]. Breadth [Bur21].
Breadth-First [Bur21]. Breaking
[LHN+20]. Bregman [GG08, ZLZ15].
Bribery [SRBC22]. Bridge [GLF+22].
Bridge-Item [GLF+22]. Browsing
[LG10]. bubble [GG08]. Budget
[LCWC20, ZBL+20]. Budget-Constrained
[LCWC20]. Building [RA16, CGL+23].
Bundle [LFC+17]. Bursty
[CFF19, XZW18]. Business
[OLL20, XSYZ20]. Butterfly [SÖ22].
Buying [LFC+17]. Buzz [CYOL16].
Cache [TAJY17]. Cache-Conscious
[TAJY17]. Calibration [TSRK20]. Call
[ZYM+18]. Camouflage [HSS+17]. Can
[WFW+11]. Cancer [XKH+16].
CANDDECOMP [PFS15]. candidate
[THD+08]. Cannot [YHCL12]. Capsule
[ZLT+23]. Capture [MNK18]. Car
[HXY+19]. Cardinality [AT17]. Career
[Lap20]. Carlo [PCVR22]. Cascade
[PTL22, XZW18, AGHN13].
Cascade-Based [PTL22]. Cascades
[XZLL21]. Case [GLMW22]. CASIN
[CT14]. Catastrophic [MH22]. Catching
[JCB+16]. Categorical [IPM12].
Categorization [LZL+22, YLYH20].
Category [ZCZQ19]. Causal
[CNZ+17, LWWX23, SGC+23, YCL+21, YL21b, YYD22, ZWC+23]. Causality
[AZBW21, LHS⁺²¹]. **CausalSE** [WGC⁺²³].
**CBR** [GSWJ⁺²⁰]. **CenEEGs** [DPB⁺²⁰].
**center** [GEG⁺⁰⁸]. **Centrality**
[BBC⁺¹⁹, CWR⁺²³, CDSV⁺¹⁶, LK⁺²⁰, LLS⁺²¹, RU⁺¹⁸, SKSC⁺¹⁷, SGCH⁺²³]. **Centralized**
[MFHL⁺¹⁰, SYXZ⁺²³]. **Centric** [RTM⁺¹⁸].
**CFOF** [Ang⁺²⁰]. **CGC** [CGZW⁺¹⁶]. **Chain**
[CCLZ⁺¹⁸]. **Chains** [WSM⁺¹⁸]. **Chameleons**
[BBK⁺¹⁹]. **Change** [JYD⁺¹⁹, CBLH⁺¹²].
**Change-Points** [JYD⁺¹⁹]. **Changes** [TC⁺¹⁸].
**Characterizing** [OLL⁺²⁰, WZL⁺¹⁵].
**Class-Boundary** [AZD⁺²¹, MRTW⁺¹⁹, APU⁺⁰⁹].
**Chargers** [WZR⁺²³]. **Chernoff** [PSFV⁺¹³]. **Chief**
[Agg⁺²²]. **Children** [ASJ⁺²³]. **Chinese**
[YWC⁺¹⁶]. **CHIRP** [WAD⁺¹²]. **Choices**
[LWG⁺¹⁶]. **Chromatic** [BGG⁺¹⁵].
**Churner** [Row⁺¹⁶]. **ciForager** [CBLH⁺¹²].
**Circles** [BG⁺¹⁴]. **Cities** [DDL⁺²¹].
**City** [BBB⁺²², WZR⁺²³]. **Citywide**
[CLT⁺²⁰, DWH⁺²³, FLL⁺²², XLL⁺²¹].
**Class** [AZD⁺²¹, NWA⁺²⁰, RWD⁺²³, SI⁺²¹, SKM⁺²²].
**Class-Boundary** [AZD⁺²¹]. **Classes**
[WYWY⁺¹⁹]. **Classical** [Var⁺²²].
**Classification**
[AGHN⁺¹³, AF⁺¹³, BES⁺¹⁵, BAMK⁺¹⁸, CMS⁺²³, CR⁺²³, DPB⁺²⁰, Dor⁺¹⁹, DPDG⁺¹⁸, FH⁺¹⁴, GY⁺¹⁵, HSBB⁺²², IKK⁺¹⁹, JV⁺²⁰, JLD⁺²⁹, JDE⁺¹², LV⁺¹⁸, LTB⁺¹⁸, LZX⁺²², LFL⁺²³, MA⁺¹⁶, MES⁺²², SZWR⁺²², WSZ⁺²¹, WNH⁺¹⁵, WBL⁺²¹, WPW⁺²³, WN⁺²²a, WHC⁺²³, XX⁺²¹, YGL⁺²², YWS⁺²², YHCL⁺¹², YDS⁺¹⁵, ZZG⁺²¹, ZFW⁺²², JTYY⁺¹⁰, LTN⁺⁰⁸, MWF⁺⁰⁸]. **Classifier**
[BC⁺¹⁸, Dor⁺¹⁹, JV⁺²⁰, TSRK⁺²⁰, WAD⁺¹²].
**Classifiers** [AHGA⁺¹⁴, JK⁺²²]. **ClassiNet**
[BAMK⁺¹⁸]. **Click** [XYGC⁺²¹].
**Click-Through** [XYGC⁺²¹]. **Clinical**
[TR⁺²²]. **Cliques** [SMDHT⁺²¹, JP⁺⁰⁹]. **Closed**
[CBRB⁺⁰⁹]. **Closeness** [BBC⁺²¹, CDSV⁺¹⁶].
**Closure** [HDT⁺¹⁸, YWR⁺²⁹, LTH⁺¹³].
**Cluster** [JV⁺²⁰, KBR⁺¹⁶, DAR⁺⁰⁹, GEG⁺⁰⁸, LQW⁺¹⁸]. **Clustered** [CGL⁺¹⁸]. **Clusterers**
[AHGA⁺¹⁴]. **Clustering** [DMGC⁺²¹, BBK⁺¹⁹, BGWS⁺¹⁹, BGVJ⁺¹², BGG⁺²⁰, CMZS⁺¹⁵, CZY⁺¹¹, CGZW⁺¹⁶, DA⁺¹⁸, DA⁺¹⁹, GMT⁺⁰⁷, GF⁺²³, GFLH⁺²³, GWZ⁺¹⁷, HYQ⁺¹⁵, IPM⁺¹², KZM⁺²³, KKK⁺⁰⁹, LQW⁺¹⁸, LH⁺²⁰, LF⁺¹⁸, LF⁺²³, MDV⁺¹¹, MM⁺¹², MHS⁺²⁰, NC⁺²², PGR⁺¹⁸, PF⁺¹⁶, PKH⁺²⁰, SMK⁺¹⁸, SY⁺¹⁶, SNH⁺¹³, TLL⁺¹⁹, VSV⁺¹⁵, WZL⁺¹¹, WSR⁺¹⁶, WCS⁺¹⁸, WLD⁺²³, WZX⁺²³, XZZL⁺¹², XKW⁺¹⁴, ZZL⁺¹⁵, ZYY⁺¹⁶, ZGHM⁺²¹, ZSC⁺²³, ZP⁺²³, ZLD⁺¹⁴, ZL⁺¹⁵, ZZ⁺²¹, ZL⁺²³, ZH⁺¹⁶, ZZZ⁺²⁰b, ZLW⁺²¹a, BFPPP⁺⁰⁷, CS⁺²⁹, DG⁺¹⁰, GG⁺⁰⁸, HGY⁺²⁰, TC⁺⁰⁹, WND⁺²⁰, YLYH⁺²⁰]. **Clustering-based** [DA⁺¹⁹]. **Clusterings**
[MYP⁺²⁰, CFD⁺¹⁰]. **Clusters**
[ZHSL⁺²³, GG⁺⁰⁸, KUU⁺¹⁰]. **Clusterwise**
[LBT⁺²³]. **Co** [CGZ⁺¹⁶, DCF⁺²¹, LOM⁺²², YLYH⁺²⁰, ZFH⁺²³, ZH⁺¹⁶, DG⁺¹⁰].
**Co-Clustering** [ZH⁺¹⁶, YLYH⁺²⁰, DG⁺¹⁰].
**Co-Embedding** [LOM⁺²²]. **Co-evolving**
[DCF⁺²¹]. **Co-Occurrence** [ZFH⁺²³].
**Co-Regularized** [CGZ⁺¹⁶]. **Coalitions**
[LL⁺²³]. **CoCoS** [SLO⁺²¹]. **Code**
[LWW⁺²¹]. **Codes** [WLC⁺¹⁷]. **Coding**
[BLP⁺²¹]. **Co-evolving** [AK⁺¹⁵]. **Cold**
[CC⁺¹⁹, LYTZ⁺²², LGZ⁺²¹, ML⁺¹⁵].
**Cold-Start** [LYTZ⁺²², LGZ⁺²¹, ML⁺¹⁵].
**collaborations** [AMIL⁺¹³]. **Collaborative**
[AF⁺²¹, CXT⁺¹⁷, Dor⁺¹⁹, HDQ⁺²⁰, LLC⁺²¹, NK⁺²⁰, SZD⁺²³, ZLC⁺²⁰, Kor⁺¹⁰].
**Collaborator** [WX⁺²¹]. **Collections**
[HLCR⁺²⁰, RB⁺¹⁸]. **Collective**
[BG⁺⁰⁷, DMI⁺¹², LT⁺²⁰, NGL⁺¹⁶]. **Color**
[BLP⁺²¹]. **Combination** [TYZZ⁺²⁰].
**Combinatorial** [BCC⁺²¹]. **Combining**
[AHGA⁺¹⁴, GWZ⁺²³, HKR⁺²³, ZSM⁺²²].
**comeNgo** [ZCF⁺²¹]. **Commerce** [XML⁺¹⁸].
**Commonality** [GF⁺²³]. **Communication**
[Ag⁺²², VFA⁺¹⁵]. **Communities**
[BWD⁺¹⁰, CRGP⁺¹⁴, CO⁺¹⁸, LPK⁺²³, PA⁺¹⁸, SH⁺¹⁵, KUU⁺¹⁰, LZX⁺²⁰, MS⁺²⁰].
**Community**
GFM21, GW20, HSBH19, LWS22, LHK+18, LHW+20, LYT+23, LSL+11, NLZH20, PPDSLBP16, PTL22, QZL23, RKR18, Row16, SWD+21, SGCH23, SHH+20, SLL+22, TSS22, WLHH23, ASHK14, ALB09.

Community-Based [QZL23].


Corresponding [HST+23]. Corruption [ZLZ+19]. Cost [HO14, SL21, CRST09, Vad10].
cost-effective [CRST09], Cost-Sensitive [HO14, SI21, Vad10], COTE [LTB18].
Counterfactual [YWYK+22], Counting [AKM20, BCK+18, BLP21, DERU17,
LJR18, SOK+20, SLO+21, DTU21, YSY+22, BBCG10, CX10].
Counts [CL18, JSP15].
Coupled [EC20, GCG22, MHS20, WCS+18].
Covariance [WZX]. Cyberbullying [XZ23].
[LLL+23b, ZHSL23, BBB+22], CP [WJLL21].
CPU [YLL19]. Crawling [LWS22]. criteria [HGV+08]. Criticality
[LWB+22]. Critique [ABDM21]. Cross
[BGJ12, CTX+17, GLF+22, GLW+23,
MRC+22, ML15, OGT+21, WHN15,
WZW+22, WCHH23, YLHY20, ZSM22,
JP09]. Cross-aware [GLW+23].
Cross-Correlation [ZSM22]. Cross-Dependency [CTX+17].
Cross-Domain [MRC+22, ML15, OGT+21, GLF+22].
cross-graph [JP09]. Cross-Guided
[BGJ12]. Cross-Language [WNH15].
Cross-Network [WZW+22]. Cross-section
[WCHH23]. Cross-view [YLHY20]. Crowd
[CMQ19, ELH19, FLL+22, WGL+23,
XLL+21, YGG+22, ZZXY21].
Crowd-Machine [CMQ19].
Crowd-powered [YGL+22]. CrowdAtlas
[ELH23]. Crowds [WYX+16].
Crowdsourced [DYS20]. Crowdsourcing
[LJX23, MPG+23, TYW+21, WMM+22,
WZX+23, WZB+23, ZHY19]. CrowdTC
[YGL+22]. CrowdWT [TYW+21]. CSNL
[Vad10]. CT [LSZ+19]. Cube [KN18].
Cuckoo [PKSM21]. Cumulative [WJLL21].
Cup [LGZ+22]. Customer [BJ12, LWW18].
Customizable [SGM+23]. Cyber
[TYG+15]. Cyber-Physical [TYG+15].
Cyberbullying [YLL+21a]. Cyclic
[LZD16].
DACHA [CTC+22]. Daily [ZZXY21].
Damage [ASZ21]. Data
[AEEBEE20, AOEM17, ABB+18, ABW20,
ASPT21, AT17, AF13, DMGC21, BMTT18,
BLW14, BC18, CYY+22, CMZS15, CG23,
CK+18, CTZ16, DW22, DSI+14,
DGB16, EGT14, EC20, FAV23, GLMW22,
GZXF16, GSVJ20, HKR+23, HZL20, HH19,
HS22, HQW22, HXY+19, IPM12,
JCC23, KN18, KRKBK19, KF1+23, KZW+22,
KBR+16, KL23, LYG+19, LYTZ22, LK15,
LG10, LCN14, LCLL17, LZX22, LGZ+22,
MFHL10, VDMC22, PC20, QSST18,
RET+23, RCM+13, RKC19, RPT10,
SATK20, SBR14, SMS22, SGCH19, SB21a,
SLTA11, TL14, TYG+15, TAJY17, TWC22,
TWC016, THB18, Var22, VSV15, WCS+18,
WJW+19, WDD20, WGC+23, WFW+11,
WHMY17, WHC+23, XML18, XKH+16,
XZSY19, XSZXY20, YHLC23, YHC12,
YWDP16, YTW+16, YYD22, YZL+22,
ZZG+21, ZJL+14, ZP15, ZHT20, ZDY+22,
ZP23, ZH16, vLCV+18, vLCV+19, BG07,
CCC09, CKMS08, DG10, GEG+08,
GMMT07, KRPS12, KKKZ09]. data
[MVT12, MWF08, TC09, VCKP08,
WND+09, ZLT09, Agg22]. Data-Aware
[JP15]. Data-Driven [XML18]. Database
[GZXF16, MMM16]. Databases
[Lap20, NLA23, CRST09]. Dataset
[PKSM21, SDS18, WYG+17]. Datasets
[LLW16, OGB14, PGR18, TSRK20,
WNC+18, AF09, JMR08, SSK+10].
De-anonymizing [CGL18]. De-Biasing
[LWWS23]. Deadlines [HYYT21]. Dealing
[NGMQ22]. Death [MHKG19].
Decentralized [MSC+19]. Deciphering
[GXZ+22]. Decision
[GXZ+22, SI21, ZZYW22, Vad10, VCKP08].
Decision-Making [GXZ+22].
Decomposable [LZD16]. Decomposition
[ST122, GBGL12, GCB+21, JK23, LYTZ22,


Demands [LYG]. Detecting [WLY+19]. Descriptions [LYG]. DeltaCon [KSV+16].

DeltaShields [VLK+23]. Demand [LYG+19]. Demarcating [KSB+21].

Densification [LKF07]. Density [BLW14, CMZS15, hDRNID21, HYQY15, Tat19, THB18, WND+09, TC09].

Density-Aware [HYQY15]. Density-based [WND+09].

Density-Friendly [Tat19]. Dependence [ ZZ+10]. Dependencies [FX+16, LZD16, ZXY+21].

Dependency [CTX+17, FLL+22,LK20, WPW23]. Dependent [CO18]. Deploying [HL22].

Deployment [SYLC16]. Descent [BNY20, WYG+17]. Description [ASPT21, HGW+21, MV14].

Descriptors [HAK+23]. Design [HCY+23, KSB+21].

Designing [LNG18]. Destination [WYG+17, HYQY15].

Detect [CYT+17, LSGZ15, LLW+21, IHS07].

Detecting [GLG+22, NLA23, TC18, WWHW19, YWC+16].

Detection [ASPS+18, ASZ21, Ang20, BHW+17, BMTC18, BLH+22, CMZS15, CSX21, CPF19, DDL21, FLC23, HSBH19, HSS+17, HQYY14, JZS23, JYD19, JKP+21, JLZ+22, KBR+16, LNG18, LHK+18, LSF18, LHW+20, LSL+22, LYTZ22, LTZ12, LCN14, LLL+21, MCSZ20, MN20, NLZH20, PE20, PLS+21, PPDSB16, PTL22, RKR18, Row16, SBRE14, SFDW19, SB1a, SGCH23, SHH+20, TSS22, VLA+23, WWW+16, WCL+23a, WJR+10, XZXW18, XLT+20, YZH+18, YWW+21, YHL15, ZLD+23, CSF+12, KRP12, ZP09]. Determinantal [QXBT16]. Development [Row16].

Developmental [YJCK08]. DexDeepFM [CS14]. DGCN [XLL+21]. Diagnosis [CNZ+17, THB18, WLC+17, XKH+16].

Diagram [WZL+22]. Dialogue [WGL+23].

Dimensions [LZW16, SKW+21, ZZ+21].

Dimensional [GLZ+21, MFHL10, PGR18, WHMY17, XKH+16, KZ09, PMC22, XLL+21].

Dimensionality [GNMQ21, MDV11, ZWB22, PSFV13, ZZ+10].

DipMeans [MYPB20]. Directed [BGC14, MRTW19]. Directional [LZP20].

Dirichlet [GL22, IAB22, ZB20].

Disaggregation [JPK+21].

Disambiguation [PMC22, ZWB22, T09].

disclosure [LNR08].

Discounts [XML18].

Discovering [BWD10, BGC14, DWD+20, HGWW23, ML14, PA18, SMA+08, SG12, SDA18, WSC+17, YWH+15, ZJL+14, CBLH12].

Discovery [Agg22, CYOL16, GGLP15, LSS+11, LZD16, PLS+21, RU14, SFP10, SLW+18, WZW+22, WYZ+16, WSM+18, ZWC+23, ZPSSY10, RPT10, SSK+10].

Discrete [LLL+23b].

Discrepancy [BFX+20, GCL+19b, GSG+20, LLY+21, NWW+20, WLP18, ZWB22, LTN+08].
discrimination [RPT10]. Discriminative
[HF12, PE20, WZLG13, WY15, WZLG12].
Discussions [MCS18]. Disease
[LLL19, LCG18, WLC17].
Disentangled
[LHZ23, LWG22, WZL23b].
Disentanglement [SGC19]. Disorder
[ASJ19]. Dispatching [YLC19].
Dissimilarity [IPM12]. Distance
[ABS19, HZW15, HML20, IPM12, JK22,
LF1+23, ZLW1+21a, AF09]. distance-based
[AF09]. Distance-Preserving [LFL23].
Distances [Cos22]. Distillation
[LXC+20, XWZ+22]. Distinct [VFA15].
Distributed [Che18, CZH18, GJ16, GL22,
KRBBK19, LZZ1+22a, MM12, MFHL10,
PSP1+20, SLO1+21, WX22, YSY1+22].
Distribution
[CWF13, CRC2+23, ELH23, ZB20].
Distributions [CZY19, JYD19, NK21].
DiVA [SGM2+23]. Diverse
[HKR1+23, WGL1+23]. Diversification
[DA19]. Diversity [CPP20, CS22, HSB22,
LF23, WDL1+21, MKGV07].
Diversity-enhanced [WDL1+21].
Diversity-Induced [LF23]. DMGF
[LJL1+23]. DMGF-Net [LJL1+23].
DNformer [JY11+23]. Do
[LWZ14, MMMJ16]. Document
[CKC1+19, HLCR20, JRC1+23, LGF10,
NTNP18, QCD1+19, SZWR22, WZL1+11,
WZLG13, WSR1+16, WZLG12]. Documents
[GGG22, THD1+08]. Doing [MMM16].
DOLPHIN [AF09]. Domain
[AFZ22, CGZ1W16, GLW1+23, JXG19,
MRC1+22, ML15, OGT1+21, RET1+23,
WN22b, YMX1+23, CSF1+12, GLF1+22].
Domain-Specific [AFZ22]. Domains
[CRG1+23, LV18]. domination [ZLT09].
Dots [SG12]. DQN [LYGG22]. Drift
[HKR1+23, HSB22, OLL20, PE20]. Drifting
[RKC19]. Driven
[AT17, BMTT18, PPDSBL16, WZLZ21,
WZB1+23, XML18, YMX1+23, HWGY23].
Drosophila [YCJ18]. Drug [AEBEE20].
Dual [CTC1+22, CSHZ21, GLW1+23,
LSH1+22, LSL1+22, WZL1+16, WNH15,
WLS1+23, ZLT1+23]. Dual-aware [GLW1+23].
Dual-Embedding [CSH21]. Dual-Level
[LSH1+22]. Dual-MGAN [LSH1+22].
DuCape [ZLT1+23]. duration [ZCS10].
During [JZL1+22]. DWE [JXGZ19].
DWE-Med [JXGZ19]. Dynamic
[AK15, DWH1+23, DRY17, HYYT21,
JXG19, JYH1+23, JXZ1+23, LNG18, LPS1+23,
LJL1+23, QZL23, RCM1+13, RBV1+18, RU18,
RTG17, SBZ1R19, SOK1+20, SC20, THR16,
WJL21, WC15, XJW1+21, XLL1+21, YZZ22,
ZCF1+17, ZHF23, ZYYW22, ZCL1+22, LCZ1+09].
Dynamical [CNZ1+17]. Dynamically
[HBB22, MPG1+23]. Dynamics
[ACK1+22, ABS19, IOS12, KSB1+21,
VFA1+15, WXB1+21, XJW1+21].

E-Commerce [XML18]. E-News [VAF19].
early [CSF1+12]. Edge [BLH1+22, CTP1+16,
HAK1+23, LHZ1+23, PAP15, WWW1+20].
Edge-based [WWW1+20]. Edge-enhanced
[LHZ1+23]. Edge2vec [WWW1+20]. Edges
[HSY1+21]. Editor [AGG22].
Editor-in-Chief [AGG22]. Editorial
[EK12, TWCO16, vLCV1+18]. Editors
[vLCV1+18]. EGG [DPB1+20, YSW1+21].
Effect [KCL1+20]. Effective
[LWW23a, WLL1+23, WLT1+9, CRST09].
Effects [GXX1+22, WGC1+23, VALF12].
Efficient [BHW1+7, BNY20, BGC10,
CGL1+23, CG3+23, CWY1+23, JSP15, LWS22,
LYW1+12, LSL1+22, LJJ1+23, LJK18, LWY16,
MM12, MN20, OJL22, RU14, SKM1+22,
DTU1+21, TLZ1+20, WDB20, WLX1+23,
WV14, YLK13, YZH1+18, YWW1+21,
ZZY20, ZHL1+21, ZYY22, ZLY1+20a, AF09,
CX10, HAKU+08, WC12, YZL1+22].
Efficiently [WLR1+14, ZST2+2]. ego [ML14].
Eigen [CTP1+16]. Eigen-Optimization
[CTP1+16]. Elastic [DOR21]. Electric
[WZR1+23]. elements [SSK1+10].
Extreme [CS22], Extremely [LZZ+22a]. Eye [ASJ+23], Eye-gaze [ASJ+23].

Face [HSS+17], Facelift [HCY+23], Factor [AF16, CSHZ21, HL22, Kor10, LLZ+21, RWD23], Factor-Bounded [LLZ+21].

Factorization [BNY20, CZH18, CCLZ18, CS22, DSTA22, EC20, GXZ+22, HNHD14, LCLL21, LSS+11, LCF19, LLZ+21, MV14, PKH+17, SGCH23, WDL+21, WLD+23, WLP18, ZHT20, ZGHM21].

Factors [DKA11].

Fast-But-Approximate [CNZ+22, CNY+16, CCC09, GQH22, GFHL23, GSWJ20, GXZ+22, JLD+19, LHL+22, PKSM21, SZD+23, SFDW19, TL14, WYWY19, WHMY17, XZX9, YY+16, YWDP16, YLL21b, YYY22, ZLIW23, ZGY+22, ZHF21, ZZYW22, YLK13].

Fast-But-Approximate [KN18], Faster [BAMK18, CSF19, BSJ21, JCS+23, WZLZ23].

Fatigue [CNZ+17].

Feature [BJ21, CNY+16, CCC09, GQH22, GFHL23, GSWJ20, GXZ+22, JLD+19, LHL+22, PKSM21, SZD+23, SFDW19, TL14, WYWY19, WHMY17, XZX9, YY+16, YWDP16, YLL21b, YYY22, ZLIW23, ZGY+22, ZHF21, ZZYW22, YLK13].

Feature-Based [BJ21].

Feature-preserved [CCC09].

Few [LSS+22].

Field [JLH+13, TLG+23], fields [LCZ07].

Filter [PXW+22], Filtering [CTX+17, HDQ+18, LLC+21, NK20, ZSM22, Kor10].

Filters [dVKCC11], Finding [CKMS08, DA19, hDRNID21, GFM21, JPJ+22, RTG17, SSL+23, WLY+23].

Fine [XZSY19], Fine-Grained [XZSY19].

First [Bur21, CRGP14], Fisher [SZF+23, PSFV13].

Fit [YHCL12], Fitness [LGS+23], FitRec [LGS+23].

Flexible [CGZW16, SHF18, ZB20], Flow [BHW+17, CLT+20, FLL+22, JCS+23, JDE+12, LLL+23b, LOM22, LH22, MRC+22, SZLP16, XLL+21, YWG+22, ZZXY21].

Flow-Based [BHW+17, LOM22].

Flow-Level [JDE+12]. Flows [ASJ+23].

Following [ABW20], Forecasting [CRM+23, CHZ23, DCF+21, LCLL21, LLC+22, LLL+23b, GMC+23, LGZ+23, ZGY+22, VALF12].

Foreground [KUU10].

Forest [PWL+22, LHN+20, MWL+22].

Forgetting [MH22], Form [JRC+23].

Formula [Bal13, CMS23].

Formulation [PCVR22], Formulation [BMY+21].

Framework [AKM20, CPYT21, FSK09, JS21, KN18, KRRB19, ML21, ME11, QXBT16, SFP10, SKS+17, SHF18, SOK+20, SLO+21, WNW15, WCL+23a, WJR+10, ZZG+21, ZTT+20].

Fusion [XZSY19].

Fusion [YWC12, YWH12, YWH13].

Fusion [LSL+22].

G-RoI [BAMK18], G-RoI [BMTT18].

G-RoI [BMTT18].

G-RoI [BMTT18].

G-RoI [BMTT18].

G-RoI [BMTT18].

G-RoI [BMTT18].

G-RoI [BMTT18].

G-RoI [BMTT18].

G-RoI [BMTT18].

G-RoI [BMTT18].

G-RoI [BMTT18].

G-RoI [BMTT18].

G-RoI [BMTT18].

G-RoI [BMTT18].

G-RoI [BMTT18].

G-RoI [BMTT18].

G-RoI [BMTT18].

G-RoI [BMTT18].

G-RoI [BMTT18].

G-RoI [BMTT18].

G-RoI [BMTT18].

G-RoI [BMTT18].

G-RoI [BMTT18].

G-RoI [BMTT18].

G-RoI [BMTT18].

G-RoI [BMTT18].
G-Skyline [ZLY+20a]. Game [XLT+20, ZLT09]. Games [JSV+15].
Generating [Che18, SB21b, WNC+18].

Generation [HGW+21, ZLY+20b, THD+08].
Generative [MHS20, WDL+23, XZYL12, ZLD+23]. Generator [HGW+21]. Generic [HZI20, WSZZ14, WDF22]. genome [ZZW09]. genome-wide [ZZW09].


GPS [JCC23]. GPU [YLL19]. GRACE [KZM+23]. Gradient [AF16, WYG+17].

Gradients [XWZ+22]. Grained [XZSY19, ZFWC18]. GrammarViz [SLW+18].

Granger [AZBW21, LHS+21].


Graph-Enhanced [WZZ+22].

Graph-Mining [YHZ+18].


Grassmann [HLC19, WHG+18].

Greedy [CS16]. Greedily [WGYC21].


Guaranteed [hDRNlD21].

Guarantees [BIPR13, RU14]. Guest [EK12, TWCO16, vLCV+19]. Guided [BMZY21, BGJ12, KSS12, LF18, SN+13, THD+08].

HADI [KTA+11].

HARP [WZ21].

Hashing [CSSP15, LWW+23b, MWW+22, WSZ+16, ZZZ21]. Hashtag [CMBT22].

Hashtags [CMBT22].

HCBST [SKM+22].

Heterogeneity [YYF^+16]. Heterogeneous [AS^21, DSK^22, DPDG^18, GMS^21, HLHZ^18, HSY^+21, HFL^+22, JYY^+21, JZX^+23, KFI^+23, LAN^+18, LSGZ^19, LHV^+21, LZZ^+22b, PC^20, PLS^+21, QCD^+19, QZL^23, RAC^+21, SBZ^19, SNH^+13, TLZ^+20, WLX^+23, WSZ^+16, MW^+22, WNW^22b, YTL^18, ZGHM^21, ZWLS^22, ZXL^22, ZYS^+21, ZL^15, ZHZ^+19, HNH^+13].

Heterogeneous-Length [QCD^+19].

Heuristic [ZLZ^+19]. Hidden [FCW^17, WLHZ^23, FSK^09, ZCS^10].


High [DGB^16, LDS^+22, MFHL^10, OJLD^22, PGR^18, WZ^+23a, WHMY^17, WLT^19, XKH^+16, ZHL^+21, ZZY^+21, KZ^09].

High-Dimensional [MFHL^10, PGR^18, XKH^+16, KZ^09].

High-Order [WZL^+23a, ZZY^+21].

High-Quality [ZHL^+21]. High-Speed [DGB^16]. High-Utility [LDS^+22, WLT^19].


Household [ASPT^21, JK^+21]. Housing [LYC^+19]. Human [AKM^17, BT^+22, HLL^+20, LT^+21, SW^+21, VLK^+23, YLHY^20, YWC^+16].

Human- [VLK^+23]. HW [MLW^+22].

HW-Forest [MLW^+22]. Hybrid [BP^+18, CMQ^19, LY^T^22, SKM^+22, ZWC^22].


Hyperparameters [SYXZ^23]. Hypothesis [LZF^+15].


iGRM [NGB^18]. iHypR [AMIL^13]. IID [YHL^23]. Image [LZL^+22, LWW^23a, RBB^18, XCL^22, YSG^+21, ZZZG^+21, ZZZL^21, ZZZ^+20a].


Improve [SYXZ^23, LX^16]. Improved [BBK^19, BJ^21, DSK^22, NGB^18, YWW^+21].

Improvement [CGL^+23]. improvements [WAD^12]. Improving [CDS^16, ML^15, XJ^21, ZGC^18, ZXL^22, ZWH^+16].

Imputation [ABW^23, MGL^+20].

In-Processing [WZL^23]. Inaccurate [NGM^22]. Incoherent [CLY^12]. Income [ASPT^21]. Incomplete [LCN^14, NGM^22, ZTT^+20].

Incorporated [LCF^19]. Incorporating [DWD^+20, HDQ^+18, ZGC^18]. Incremental [CS^21, GQ^22, STP^+08, WJ^L^21, YZH^+18, ZZZG^+16, ZGG^+22].

Incrementally [CBL^12]. Independence [ZXX^+23]. Indexing [MJ^11, RBB^18, XJJ^21, ZHSL^23].

Indirect [WSR^+16]. Individual [LVH^+21].

Individuality [GF^23]. Induced [LF^23].

Industry [SMS^22]. Infer [YTL^18].

Inference [CTX^+17, CZH^18, CMQ^19, DWH^+23, GY^15, LH^22, LGF^10, WZX^+23, WZ^B^+23, ZXL^21, XZSY^19, YC^L^+21, BG^09]. Inferring
[ABW20, GRLK12, LYL+20, THRR16, SSK+10]. **Influence**
[BAC23, CYY+22, CDV21, GRLK12, GW20, GW21, HK18, HLL+20, LXY+17, QZL23, WLL+21, WGYC20, YMPH20, YWR+23, ZTL+15b, ZL15]. **Influenced** [ZTL+15b].

**Influencers** [LCCM19]. **Influence** [SAS16]. **Influences** [LSZ+19]. **Influential** [GW21, DMG+21]. **Infomax** [SLL+22].

**Informatics** [YYF+16]. **Information** [ASJ+23, BLW14, CKC+18, DMI12, ERSK14, GWZZ17, HGW+21, HML+20, HLZH18, HFL+22, JCS+23, LHWL18, LLL23a, LAN+18, LK15, MRC+22, MCS+18, ML15, PL+21, QSS20, RKR18, RZY+23, SBZR19, SGM+23, SGC+23, SZLP16, SH15, SAS16, SNH+13, VLL+23, WCL+19, WCHH23, WPW23, WMW+22, XW+22, XL15, XKH+16, YLHY20, YWH+15, ZGHM21, ZHL+21, ZWLS22, ZXL22, ZWH+16, ZYS+21, ZL15, ZHS+19, ALB09, CT14], **information-seeker** [ALB09].

**Information-Theoretic** [XKH+16].

**Informative** [WGL+23, MTV12].

**Informed** [GLMW22].

**infrequency** [GMS13]. **Initiator** [ABSP+18]. **Inner** [CO18]. **Inputs** [ADK+16]. **Insensitive** [CYY+22]. **Insights** [LGZ+22]. **Instance** [BFRL13, MYL+21]. **Instrumental** [YWK+22, YMX+23], **Insufficient** [LZL+22]. **Integrated** [GXLC21, GSWJ20].

**Integrating** [CGZW16, SNH+13, WZL+11, ZLLW23].

**Integration** [ZH23].

**Integrity** [LOW+21].

**Intelligence** [HL22, WGL+23, ZPSYY10].

**Intelligence-Based** [HL22].

**Intelligent** [SM22].

**Intention** [YSW+21]. **Intentions** [JCQ+23]. **Inter** [VFA+15]. **Inter-event** [VFA+15]. **Interaction** [JYY+21, AP09].

**Interactions** [CO18, LZZ+22b].

**Interactive** [KN18, LL19, MCS+18, PA18, RBVV18, SGM+23, SLW+18, WSM+18, vLCV+18, vLCV+19]. **Interconversion** [NZW23]. **Interdependence** [WCS+18].

**Interest** [BMTT18, LYL+20, QHW22, XYGC21, WCHH23].

**Interesting** [RV20, WV14, Web10].

**Internal** [MCSZ20].

**Internet** [NGB18].

**Interpretable** [FAV23, JRC+23, SZWR22].

**Interpretation** [HP20].

**Intersections** [HXY+19].

**Interval** [LSS+22].

**Intervention** [FSXL23].

**Introduction** [ACPW13, Agg17, BBD+07, CT14, GL15, Han07, LSY+09, SLTA11, WL16, XW22, XL20, ZKYW08], vLCV+19]. **intrusive** [SCCM22].

**Invariant** [GJDX14].

**Involving** [NS23].

**IoT** [DGMG21].

**Irregularly** [TR22].

**Isolation** [LTZ12].

**Isolation-Based** [LTZ12].

**Iss** [vLCV+19].

**Issue** [ACPW13, Agg17, EK12, GL15, SLTA11, TWCO16, Wan10, WL16, XW22, XL20, ZPSYY10, vLCV+18, vLCV+19, BBD+07, CT14, GTC12, LSY+09, MG09, ZKYW08].

**Item** [FCWQ17, GLF+23, ZPSYY10, vLCV+19], **Itemset** [ALB09], **Itemsets** [Web10].

**Items** [Web10].

**Itemset** [WZC+22, WLT19, CX10, GMSS13].

**Itemsets** [RU14, LN08, MVT12, Web10].

**iterated** [WAD12].

**Iterative** [JS21, SYD+16].

**IV** [YWK+22].

**Joint** [AFZ22, GEG+08, GFHL23, LH22, SKW+21, TYW+21, ZGHM21, ZFWC18].

**Jointly** [LZZ+22b, YYY+16, ZZXY21].

**Jumps** [MRTW19].

**Katz** [LLS+21].

**KDD** [Agg17, LGZ+22, XL20].

**KDD’10** [EK12].

**Kernel** [CSSP15, HYYQ15, LCF19, LLL+21, SHL19, ZLL15, ZSF+23].

**Kernel-Incorporated** [LCF19].

**Kernelized** [NC22, XKH+16].

**kernels** [MWF08].

**Key** [JPJ+22].

**Keyword** [AFZ22].

**Kmeans** [MYPB20].

**KNN** [YWW+21, RKC19].

**KNN-Based** [YWW+21].

**Know** [MMMJ16].

**Knowledge** [Agg22, BMZY21, BWD10, CTC+22, LXC+22, LGZ+21, LML+16, RBF+21].
SWH$^{+23}$, WNHI$^{15}$, WSR$^{+16}$, WYYWY$^{19}$, WWG$^{+23}$, WGL$^{+23}$, XWZ$^{+22}$, ZZY$^{22}$, ZLT$^{+23}$, ZPSY$^{10}$, KU$^{10}$, LNR$^{08}$.
Knowledge-Sharing [BWD$^{10}$], Koontz [PSFV$^{13}$]. KRAZ [ZZYY$^{22}$]. Kromecker [MNK$^{18}$]. Krylov [HSBH$^{19}$].

L2MM [JCC$^{23}$]. Label [AZD$^{+21}$, BFRL$^{13}$, GQH$^{22}$, GCL$^{+19b}$, LHV$^{+20}$, LHL$^{+22}$, LFL$^{+23}$, RKC$^{19}$, SZD$^{+23}$, WDL$^{+23}$, WMW$^{+22}$, WZX$^{+23}$, WHC$^{+23}$, XCL$^{22}$, YYY$^{+16}$, ZFW$^{22}$, ZWB$^{22}$, ZLLW$^{23}$, JTY$^{10}$, PKSM$^{21}$, SCCM$^{22}$, WDF$^{22}$].
Label-Specific [GCL$^{+19b}$, LHL$^{+22}$].
Labeled [MA$^{16}$, NLA$^{23}$, YWW$^{+21}$, HAKU$^{+08}$].
Labeling [YZL$^{+22}$]. Labels [LZZ$^{+22a}$].
Lag [SFP$^{10}$, AZB$^{21}$]. Landmark [MDV$^{11}$]. Landmark-Based [MDV$^{11}$].
Langevin [WXB$^{+21}$].
Language [LWG$^{+22}$, WNHI$^{15}$, WZLZ$^{21}$]. Laplacian
Large [AOEM$^{17}$, BHW$^{+17}$, CTP$^{+16}$, CZH$^{18}$, CPYT$^{21}$, CSX$^{21}$, CZY$^{11}$, CKC$^{+18}$, DKS$^{18}$, GJ$^{16}$, GY$^{15}$, HSB$^{19}$, HQWW$^{22}$, HLZH$^{18}$, JYY$^{+21}$, JCB$^{+16}$, JDE$^{+12}$, KTA$^{+11}$, KRKB$^{19}$, Lap$^{20}$, LK$^{20}$, LLW$^{16}$, LL$^{5+21}$, VDMC$^{22}$, OGAB$^{14}$, PGR$^{18}$, RBB$^{18}$, SHL$^{19}$, SATK$^{20}$, SGM$^{+23}$, SDS$^{18}$, SITA$^{11}$, WLR$^{+14}$, WNHI$^{15}$, WZL$^{+15}$, WHMY$^{17}$, XZX$^{19}$, XJZ$^{21}$, YHCL$^{12}$, ZP$^{15}$, ZLZZ$^{21}$, AF$^{09}$, BBC$^{10}$, CRST$^{09}$, GMSS$^{13}$, KT$^{09}$].
Large-Scale [AOEM$^{17}$, BHW$^{+17}$, CZH$^{18}$, CPYT$^{21}$, CKC$^{+18}$, DKS$^{18}$, GJ$^{16}$, GY$^{15}$, HLZH$^{18}$, JYY$^{+21}$, KRKB$^{19}$, LLS$^{+21}$, VDMC$^{22}$, SDS$^{18}$, ZITA$^{11}$, WNHI$^{15}$, WHMY$^{17}$, XZX$^{19}$, ZLZZ$^{21}$, SATK$^{20}$, XJZ$^{21}$, BBC$^{10}$, GMSS$^{13}$].
Largest [SMDHT$^{21}$].
Lasso [LWY$^{16}$, LCG$^{+18}$].
Latent [CSHZ$^{21}$, FCWQ$^{17}$, GSST$^{16}$, GL$^{22}$, HDQ$^{+18}$, IAB$^{22}$, LZL$^{+22}$, WSZ$^{12}$, WMW$^{+22}$]. law [NK$^{21}$].
Layered [CTX$^{+17}$]. Layout [WBL$^{21}$].
Layout-Based [WBL$^{21}$]. LDA

[LLY$^{+21}$, YCJK$^{08}$]. Leakage [KRPS$^{12}$].
Learnable [ZZ$^{23}$]. Learning
[AHGA$^{14}$, AT$^{17}$, ASZ$^{21}$, BJ$^{21}$, BX$^{+20}$, BFRL$^{13}$, CMBT$^{22}$, GCL$^{+23}$, CDC$^{23}$, CNY$^{+16}$, CLY$^{12}$, CCLZ$^{18}$, CLG$^{+19}$, CTC$^{+22}$, CZY$^{+22}$, CZZ$^{+23}$, CRC$^{+23}$, CCTW$^{23}$, Con$^{20}$, CFD$^{10}$, DKS$^{22}$, DKL$^{18}$, DPDG$^{18}$, FSX$^{23}$, GMS$^{21}$, GQH$^{22}$, GF$^{23}$, GZXF$^{16}$, GCL$^{+19b}$, GA$^{22}$, HZL$^{20}$, HHZ$^{+15}$, HZW$^{+20}$, HZM$^{+22}$, HLZH$^{18}$, HF$^{12}$, IPM$^{12}$, IHS$^{07}$, JH$^{22}$, JRC$^{+23}$, JYY$^{+21}$, JKP$^{+21}$, JYH$^{+23}$, JCC$^{23}$, JDE$^{+12}$, JZX$^{+23}$, JS$^{21}$, KRKB$^{19}$, LL$^{19}$, LXC$^{+22}$, LYT$^{22}$, LLL$^{23a}$, LWZ$^{14}$, LHL$^{+22}$, LLG$^{+23}$, LYL$^{+22}$, LS$^{19+21}$, LSH$^{20}$, LW$^{+22}$, LLYG$^{22}$, LGS$^{+23}$, LCX$^{+23}$, LTH$^{+13}$, LFL$^{+23}$, MH$^{22}$, MES$^{22}$, NGMQ$^{22}$, OGV$^{22}$, RZY$^{+23}$, SM$^{21}$, SZD$^{+23}$, SWH$^{+23}$, SCCM$^{22}$, SLL$^{+23}$, SJR$^{08}$, SKW$^{+21}$, TLG$^{+23}$, TWC$^{22}$, Var$^{22}$, WZLZ$^{23}$, WC$^{12}$, WSSZ$^{14}$, WY$^{15}$, WLC$^{+17}$, WCL$^{19}$, WLD$^{+23}$, WDL$^{+23}$, WZL$^{+23a}$, WWG$^{+23}$, WYX$^{+16}$, WPDZ$^{21}$, WZL$^{+23b}$, XW$^{22}$, XKH$^{+16}$, XWZ$^{+22}$, XL$^{16}$, YTL$^{18}$, YYC$^{+21}$, YGL$^{+22}$, YHLC$^{23}$, YWG$^{+22}$, YSW$^{+21}$, ZY$^{14}$, ZXX$^{22}$, ZLZW$^{23}$, ZFWC$^{18}$, ZW$^{22}$, ZGY$^{+22}$].
Learning
[ZR$^{+22}$, ZLDD$^{23}$, CZC$^{19}$, ZLC$^{20}$, ZLW$^{21b}$, ZM$^{23}$, DG$^{10}$, JT$^{11}$, YLK$^{13}$, ZY$^{13}$, ZFY$^{14}$, SZF$^{+23}$]. Learning-Based
[JKP$^{+21}$, WSSZ$^{14}$, TWC$^{22}$].
Length
[ASPT$^{21}$, MV$^{14}$, QC$^{+19}$, SLW$^{+18}$].
Less
[PTL$^{22}$, RA$^{16}$, SG$^{12}$].
Level
[ASZ$^{21}$, CLYC$^{23}$, JDE$^{+12}$, LSH$^{+22}$, XJW$^{+21}$, LG$^{+23}$, SZWR$^{22}$]. Leveraging
[GCL$^{+19b}$, LCF$^{19}$, MA$^{16}$, YTW$^{+16}$].
Lifecycle [CYOL$^{16}$]. Lifelong
[SWH$^{+23}$].
Lifetime
[BJ$^{21}$, YL$^{+20}$, WXW$^{+21}$].
Likelihood
[NK$^{21}$, FSK$^{09}$]. Linear
[ASPT$^{21}$, GSG$^{+20}$, LL$^{+21}$, LBT$^{+23}$, NWW$^{+20}$, OGAB$^{14}$, PBMD$^{14}$, YHCL$^{12}$, ZWB$^{22}$, GMSS$^{13}$, LCZ$^{07}$, Vd$^{10}$, WC$^{12}$].
Linearization
[LK$^{21}$]. Link
[CGL$^{+23}$, CDV$^{21}$, DKA$^{11}$, JYH$^{+23}$].

non-linear [Vad10]. Non-Local [JYD19].
Non-Negative [WLD+23, ZHT20].
Non-Redundant [MYPB20].
Non-stationary [CZY+22]. Nonnegative [BNY20, HNHD14, LLZ+21, PKH+17, SGCH23, WNH15, ZGHM21].
Nonoverlapping [WLL+22b].
nonredundant [MYPB20].
Nontransductive [AHGA14].
Normalizing [LOM22]. Novel
[CMS23, DA19, NWA20, WZ21, WQZ+16, ZZYY16, ZHSL23]. Novelty [XYW+20]. Nr
[MYPB20]. Nr-DipMeans [MYPB20]. Nr-Kmeans [MYPB20]. NTP [WLL+22b].
NTP-Miner [WLL+22b]. Nyström
[ZZYY16].
Object [SNH+13]. objective
[HGV+08, MH22, MHS20, PKSM21].
Observable [TSS22]. Occupancy
[NGB18, ZLT+15]. Occupancy-Based
[ZLT+15]. Occurrence [ZFH23]. Off
[JKP+21, WCL+23b]. OLAP [QSS20].
On-Demand [YYC+21]. On-Shelf
[ZDY+22]. On/Off [JKP+21]. One
[HP20, OGAB14, WCL+23b]. One-off
[WCL+23b]. Ones [SB21b]. ONION
[GFHL23]. Online [ADR21, ASZ21, BC18, CL18, CZY+22, Cos21, GXLC21, HHZ+18, HQWW22, JSV+15, KP18, LCCM19, LZZ+22a, LHGZ13, LSH+22, IWZ14, LT10, MYB19, Row16, SHL19, DMG+21, SWH+23, THR16, WJL21, WHMY17, XZLL21, YLW+19, YWG+22, YWDP16, ZWH+16, ZWWH20, ZZYW22, YLK13].
Online-Weighted [BC18]. ONP
[WCL+23b]. ONP-Miner [WCL+23b].
Ontology [CTZ16, MAHT18]. Open
[YWS+22]. Opinion
[ACK+22, ABS19, JLZ+22, KSB+21].
Optimal [Bur21, CCV19, XZ23, ZBL+20].
Optimization [ACK+22, AHGA14, CTP+16, CWY+23, DYS20, IAB22, JK22, LCWC20, MHS20, RZY+23, SMK18, SYLC16, XYZ+20, XXZ19, ZL15, ZYH19].
Optimized [SMS22]. Optimizing
[ES15, SBRE14]. Optimum [BC18]. Order
[PMC22, WZL+23a, YLL19, ZZY+21, ZCS10, ZHL+21], ordered [HAKU+08].
Ordinal [GXZ+22, ZZLZ21].
Ordinal-Preserving [ZZLZ21]. Organized
[LLW+21]. Oriented
[PZW+18, TDLM19, XSZ+22]. Orthogonal
[XWZ+22]. other [VALF12]. Our
[CDSV16]. Outcome [TDLM19].
Outcome-Oriented [TDLM19]. Outcomes
[DKSK22, MMMJ16]. Outdoor [ZBL+20].
Outlier
[AF16, CMZS15, DDL21, LSF18, LSL+22, MCSZ20, MN20, PC20, SB21a, WCL+23a].
Outlierness [WDDB20]. Outliers
[AF16, HW21, SB21b, AF09]. Outlying
[WDD22]. Output [LWW+23a, CHZ23].
Overcome [MH22]. Overlapping
[CRGP14, CO18, LHK+18, NLZH20]. Own
[CDSV16].
P [LGS+23, XJZ21]. P2P [AGHN13].
paced [ZLDL23]. Page
[AS21, WNH15, ZP09]. Page-Level [AS21].
PageRank [CGL+23, LXY+17, ZGC18].
Pairs [WZL+15]. Pairwise
[DYS20, PFTR16]. Pairwisened [HZW+15].
Pandemic [JLZ+22]. Papers
[Agg17, WL16, XL20]. Paradox
[JS21, NK21]. Paradox-based [NK21].
PARAFAC [PFS15]. Parallel
[AKM20, GLFV+19, JHL+13, WGYC21].
Parallelizable [PFS15]. Parallelized
[BXF+20]. Parameter [BFPP07].
Parameter-free [BFPP07].
Parameterization [CLG+19]. ParCube
[PFS15]. Parkinson [LLL+20].
Parliamentary [MCS+18]. Parsing
[WZL+22]. Partial
[LYL+22, WHG+18, XL15, ZWB22].
Partially [TSS22]. Participation [LK20].
Participation-based [LK20]. Particle
Privacy-Preserving
[LGSt+23, XCL22, MWF08, VCKP08].
Private [EC20, HXY+19, KFI+23, NS23].
Probabilistic
[CZH18, CRM+23, HP0, HO14, HLCR20,
HML+20, JCQ+23, JLD+19, KHT18,
LIW+21, ZB020, ZCL19, HAKU+08].
Probability [CWF+13, ZZLZ21].
Problems
[XJZ21]. Problem [CG15, NZW23, XL16, ZTT+20, GEG+08].
Problems [ADK+16, DDL21, GXZ+22,
MYL+21, RWD23, SKM+22]. Process
[GLMW22, GGLP15, IAB22, TDL19].
Processes [DMI12, LZD16, OLL20,
QXBT16, TC18, IHS07]. Processing
[CY+22, LK15, WZL23]. Product
[HGW+21, LFC+17, MNK18, XJW+21,
XL15, XZLL21, XL16, ZWG+19, ZWS+16].
Products [Che+18, ZWG+19].
Professionals [JH19]. Profile [LYT22].
Profiles [BBB+22, YCC+15]. Profiling
[LX+23, TYZZ10, XKH+16, TLZ+08].
Profit [LW18]. programs [GMSS13].
Progression [AKM18]. Progression
[LCG+18]. Progressive [AKM18, JH19].
Projection [YS+21, WAD12].
Projections [PBMD14, WAD12].
Prominence [AM13], Prominent
[ZJL+14]. Promotion [ZPC+16].
Propagation
[LHW+20, LX+17, YWH+15]. Properties
[VFA+15, Bal13]. Protecting [RTM18].
Provable [SOK+20]. Proximity
[RY+23, RJ+20, SYLC16, KN07].
Pruning [WLT19]. Pseudodimension
[RV20]. PSL [LV+22]. PSP [JH19].
PSP-AMS [JH19]. Public [JLZ+22].
Publishing [YSV15]. Pulse [DCF+21].
Punitive [RKC19]. Put [PPDS16].
Quality [CTZ16, GLMW22, JCC23,
LQW+18, MDV11, WSDL19, XW22,
XZSY19, ZHL+21]. Quality-Informed
[GLMW22]. Quantifiers [ES15].
Quantitative [LYGG22]. Quasi
[SMDHT2, JP09]. Quasi-Cliques
[SMDHT2, JP09]. Quaternion [ZLT+23].
Queries [HCC+18, WWW+16, ZLY+20a].
Query [AT17, HCC+18, LLL22, MSC+19,
PXW+22, WQZ+16, CRST09].
query-defined [CRST09]. Query-Driven
[AT17]. Querying [WY15]. Question
[BWD10, GFM21, ALB09].
Question-Answering [BWD10].

Rademacher [CWR23, PRCV22, RU18].
Radii [KTA+11]. Rail [ELH23].
Rainfall [TWC22]. Random [LW14, NS23, NK20,
PBMD14, MWF208, WC12, WAD12].
randomization [GMMT07]. Randomized
[FKED17, WXB+21]. range [PLL+22].
Rank [CLY12, DSTA22, DKSL18, HH19,
LSF18, TLI+19, WYX+16, WN22b,
YSW+21, ZSC+23, ZGC18]. Ranking
[BES15, CNZ+17, DYS20, FXG+16, HJDX14,
JLH+13, LSH+22, LWW23a, ML21, MN20,
SRRC22, YDE+22, AM13, JLL14].
Ranking-Based [LWW23a]. Rapid
[SYL16]. Rare [KR16, MN20, NWA20].
Rare-Class [NWA20]. Rate [XYGC21].
Rating [XL15, XZLL21, YCC+15]. Ratings
[FCWQ17, WZL+23a]. Rationality
[LQW15]. Reader [QCD+19, VAFZ19].
Reader-Aware [QCD+19]. Real
[AEO17, BLH+22, FXG+16, LCWC20,
LH20, MGL+20, MZL23, WSDL19].
Real-Time [AEO17, BLH+22, LCWC20,
MGL+20, WSDL19, LSH20]. Realistic
[SB21a, VFA+15, WNC+18]. Realtime
[LOW+21]. Receptive [TLG+23].
reciprocity [LTH+13]. Recognition
[HLC19, HCZ+14, LTN+21, LLL+20,
NWA20, SKW+21, WTZL22, XCL22,
YSW+21]. Recommend [CCLZ18].
Recommendation [CMBT22, CLYC23,
CCTW23, CSHZ21, CKC+18, CDV21,
FY22, GLF+22, GYX+22, HZ+15,
HCC+18, JCQ+23, JZX+23, LL19,
LWWX23, LH+23, LWG+16, LFC+17, LGZ+21, LJW+22, ML15, OGT+21, QHD22, SOL22, WSZZ14, WDL+21, WZZ+22, WZL+23a, WCHH23, XYZ+20, XYV+20, YCC+15, YTW+16, ZYY22, ZWH+16, ZLC20, ZLW+21a, ZMZS23.

Recommendations
[FCWQ17, MRC+22, SGC+23].
Recommender [Che18, CC19, ABDM21, LH22, LGS+23, ZWC22, ZH23, ZYS+21].
Recommending [FLG+21, LPK+15].
Reconstructing [EGT14].
Reconstruction [GSG+20, LSH20].
Record [OJLD22, dVKCC11].
Records [WLL+22a].
Recovery [HW21, HQWW22].
Recurrence [CGG22, LZP20, LFY+23, ZHS+19].
Recurring [HKR+23].
Recursive [GY15, THB18].
Redefined [LYC+21].
Redescriptions [GM18].
Reduce [AZZ+21].
Reduced [DMGC21].
Reducing
[WJLL21].
Reduction [CYY+22, GNMQ21, GTL114, MDV11, ZWB22, PSFV13, ZZ10].
Redundant [MYPB20].
Refining [Pap15, ZZY22].
Reflect [BG09].
Reframing [HO14].
Regime [TBW23].
Region [BMTT18, ZCL+22].
Region-of-Interest [BMTT18].
Region-Relation-Aware [ZCL+22].
regions [CBLH12].
Regression [Dor21, GXZ+22, HO14, KCL+20, LBT+23, MYL+21, OGAB14, SHL19, SATK20, STD+18, YTH18, YDE+22, ZLZ+19].
Regressions [LZZ+22a].
Regularization [CC19, GY15, YTH18, ZZZ22, ZZZ3, ZY14].
Regularized [CGZW16, PKH+17, WCL19].
Regulation [LSH+22].
Reinforcement [CZZ+23, CTTW23, FSX123, FYN22, LL19, YYY+21, ZRJ+22].
Relatedness [ZGC18].
Relation
[CTC+22, WZ21, ZCL+22, KKB22].
Relational [AK15, AKM18, GYX+22, JLZ+22, NGB+21, BG07].
Relations
[DSTA22, VDMC22, WZL+23b, CBRB09, SMA+08].
Relationship
[LAN+18, LHS+21, MYB19, SBZR19, WSM+18, GEG+08, ZY13].
Relationships
[CDC23, JSV+15, LYC+23, LXR+23, PMC22, YTL18, ZY14].
Relative
[PFTR16].
Relevance
[LGF10].
Relevant [BGJV12].
Reliability
[WZB+23].
Reliability-Driven
[WZB+23].
Rematching
[LYT+23].
REMIAN
[ML+20].
Remote [XZY19].
Representation
[CTC+22, CG23, CCTW23, Dor19, DPDG18, HLC19, JH22, JS21, LLL23a, LLG+23, LCX+23, RZV+23, SYD+16, TLG+23, WHG+18, WCL19, WXW+21, WZW+22, WWG+23, WCL+23a, YSG+21, YSW+21, ZFH23, ZFWC18, ZLW21b].
Representations
[Che18, DKS22, JZX+23, LWG+22, WXB+21, WZL+23a].
Representative
[Wy15, ZLY+20a, MS09].
Reputation
[SRBC22, XML18].
Reputation-Based
[SRBC22].
requirement
[ZKCY07].
Residual
[ZZX+23].
Resistance
[SRBC22].
Resolution
[AKM18, ASPT21, KCR23, BG07].
resolution
[WND+09].
Resource
[YZL+22].
Resource-efficient
[YZL+22].
Restricted
[JSG+19].
results
[GM18].
Resume
[Lap20].
Retail
[CLCL21].
Retrieval
[CKC+18, DKL18, LW23a, LWW+21, MCS+18, WWZL23, ZZL21].
Retweet
[ZTL+15b].
Revealing
[JSV+15].
Reverse
[YLL+21a].
Reversion
[LHZG13].
Review
[PG18, QSS20, TDLM19, ZP23].
Reviews
[WZL+23a, XJW+21, ZWH+16].
RGB
[LLL+20].
RHTree
[LLB+22].
RHTree-Risk
[LLB+22].
RIC
[BFPP07].
Rich
[HG+21].
Ride
[TLZ+20, WLW+19].
Ride-matching
[TLZ+20].
Ridesharing
[TLZ+20].
Riemannian
[DYS20].
Right
[DSL+14].
Risk
[LLB+22, LNR08].
Road
[HXY+19].
Robust
[BAC23, CGZW16, GFHL23, GSG+20, HW21, HNHD14, IKK19, LZZ+22a, LV18,
Robustness [HK18, HZM+22]. Rob
[BM1T18]. Role [CO18, HZZ+15, RJK+20, WCL19, JLL14]. Role-Based [HZZ+15, RJK+20, WCL19].
Rules [DGB16, HGYW23, RU14, WSC+17, Bal13].
Rumor [VMR17, YLY+19]. Rumors [VMR17].

S2OSC [YWS+22]. Saiyan [Con20]. SAKE [LLS+21]. Sales [LCLL21]. Sample [LWZ14].
Sampled [HXY+19, TR22]. Samples [LZL+22, WY15, YWW+21].
Sampling [ANK14, ADR21, BIPR13, BLP21, CWF+13, Cos21, JY+21, KS21, LK20, LIK19, LLS+21, MM12, NS23, NK21, QXBT16, RU14, RV20, SKM+22, DU21, WXB+21, YLL+21a, ZYY+16, CCC09].
Sanitization [BCC+21]. Satellite [XSYZ20]. Satisfaction [AEEEB20, ALB09]. Satisfactions [LW18].
Saturating [BNY20]. Scalable [BH+17, HST+23, JLL14, LDS+22, LW23a, LYY+21, LLY+22, MXP20, SGM+23, SYD+16, TLG+23, WSZ+16, YWDP16, ZZYW22, Kor10].
Scale [AOEM17, BHW+17, CZH18, CPYT21, CKC+18, DKSL18, GY15, HLHZ18, JY+21, KRBK19, LSS+22, LLS+21, LGF10, VDMC29, SHL19, SDS18, SLTA11, WNN15, WHMY17, XXZ13, XXZ19, ZLLZ21, BCCG10, GMSS13, SATK20, XJZ21].
Scholar2vec [WXW+21]. Scholars [WXW+21]. Science [LGZ+22, WZL+22].
Scientific [KZZ+20, Var22]. Scientists [Var22]. SCOAL [DG10]. Score [KRBK19].
Scores [LT10]. Screening [MWL+22, Web10]. SDA [BXF+20].
Search [ACK+22, Bur21, MSC+19, PKSM21, TAJY17, VAFZ19, WWW+16, WZWC23, WSZ+16, YZZZ21, FSK09].
Search-based [PKSM21]. Searching [LWW+21, CRST09]. Seed [GW21].
Seeded [ZHL+21]. Seeding [GW20].
seeker [ALB09]. Segment [YZ22].
Segment-Wise [YZ22]. Segmentation [GLW+23, ZZZ+20a]. Selecting [DSL+14].
Selection [DPB+20, DAST22, GFHL23, GSWJ20, JV20, JYD19, JLD+19, LHGZ13, OGAB14, PKSM21, SZD+23, SNH+13, TL14, WZLG13, WYYW19, WHMY17, XL16, XSYZ20, XXZ19, YWGW+22, YWDP16, YLL21b, YYD22, ZLLW23, ZZYW22, DD09, WZLG12, YLK13].
Semantics [AFZ22, WPW23]. Semi [CCLL18, CRC+23, DD09, Dor21, LSL+22, LT+23, NQMQ22, WN22a, YWS+22].
Semi-analytical [DD09].
Semi-Supervised [CRX+23, Lyt+23, NQMQ22, WN22a, YWS+22, CCLL18, Dor21, LSL+22].
Semiautomated [CBS15]. Semiconductor
Semisupervised [AHGA14, HCZ14]. SemRe [ZGC18].
SemRe-Rank [ZGC18]. Sensing [NGB18, XZSY19].
Sensitive [CSSP15, HO14, SI21, YWR+23, Vad10].
Sensor [HQWW22, WSDL19]. Sentence [CMBT22, JH22, WZLG13, WZLG12].
Sentence-to-Hashtags [CMBT22].
Sentiment [CRC+23, IKK19, XJW+21, YWC+16, ZCQ+19]. separability
[ASHK14]. Sequence [BJ21, SOL22, WDDB20, ZJL+14, ZDY+22, ZCS10].
Sequence-To-Sequence [BJ21].
Sequences [BTBg22, GLZ+21, PXW+22, XLT+20, KT09, ZKCY07].
Sequential [GLFV+19, GCG22, HGWF3, IYSU12, JH19, LHZ+23, LDS+22, MRC+22, MM12, SM21, SDFW19, WLL+22b, WCL+23b, XYZ+20, ZFWC18, PLL+10]. Serendipity
Services
[WLW+19, YYC+21, YWH+15, YTW+16].
Session [JCQ+23, KN18, WCHH23].
Session-Based [KN18, JCQ+23]. Sessions [JCQ+23].
Set [CXX+20, YWS+22, PXW+22, WAD12].
set-covering [WAD12]. Setting [BBB+22].
Settings [WLL+21]. SGD [SYXZ23].
sGrapp [SO22]. Share [XL16]. Shared
[JZX+23, JTYY10]. shared-subspace [JTYY10]. Sharing
[BWD10, EC20, WGC+23]. Shelf [ZDY+22].
Shifted [ZB20]. Shifted-Scaled [ZB20].
Shifts [TBW23]. Shop [YTW+16].
Shop-Type [YTW+16]. Short
[BAMK18, HZL20, JZL+22, TWC22].
Short-Term [HZL20, TWC22]. Short-Text
[BAMK18, JZL+22]. Shortcut [Pap15].
Shortest [MRJ11]. Shortest-Path
[MRJ11]. shrinking [LKF07]. Side

[ZYS+21]. SigGAN [CDC23]. SIGKDD
[ACPW13, BBD+07, MG09, WL16, GSTC12, GL15, Wan10]. Signals [Row16].
Signed [CDC23]. Significance [GNMQ21].
Similar [JCQ+23, LSGZ19]. Similarities
[CZY11]. Similarity
[CG15, CLYC23, GXLC21, KSV+16, LTN+21, SI21, TAJY17, WCL+23a, WSZ+16, XZJ+23, ZHS+19, II08, JLL14].
Simple [CPC10, CC19, LJK18, YSY+22].
SimRank [CG15]. Simulation [LLW22].
Simultaneous [WZR+23, DG10]. Single
[LLL+20, MAHT18]. Singular
[ME11, WHG+18]. SIR [JS21]. SIR-GN
[JS21]. Siren [GM18]. Site
[GBT14, LGZ+21]. Size
[DERU17, LNG18]. Sized [ADK+16].
Skeleton [LLW+21]. Sky [TWC22].
Skyline [ZLY+20a]. Slack [RWD23].
Slack-Factor-Based [RWD23]. Small
[TSK20, ZXX23]. Small-World [XZ23].
Smart [DDL21, YSW+21, ZLL15].
Smartphone [DWW22]. SMONE
[JCQ+23]. Smooth [HP20, TLG+23].
Smoothed [DYS20]. Smoothness
[XSZ+22]. Snapshot [LLC+21]. Social
[AEFEE20, ABS19, BMGTT18, BGC14, CL18, CGL18, CDV21, COS21, CYT+17, DPDG18, ERSK14, GLXC21, GBT14, HDQ+18, HNH+13, HDT+18, JCS+23, JSV+15, KP18, LKP+15, LWX23, LLS+21, LT10, LSGZ19, LJS+22, LLL22, MYB19, NS23, NZW23, Pap15, PLS+21, PL10, QZL23, DMG+21, SAS16, TL14, TSS22, WWY19, WWY+20, WLL+21, WJL21, WLLH23, WC15, WLS+23, WGY21, XZWW18, YLW+19, YHL15, YTW+16, ZTL15a, ZTL+15b, ZCF+17, ZHS+23, ZFWC18, ZL15, ZPC+16, ZLC20, ZM253, CT14, KSM09, LCZ+09, LSY+09, LTH+13, ML14, YWW+14, ZFY14]. Socializing
[JSV+15]. Soft [SZD+23]. Solution
[LFY+23, WSZ+16, YCJ08]. Solutions
[DDL21, ZTT+20]. Solving [GMSS13].


Source [WN22b, ZGY+22, WLW+19].
RET+23, RCM+13, SHL19, SBZR19,
SYK22, SLV+18, TBW23, TR22, WSDL19,
WBL21, XSZ+22, XZ3, YWR+19, YZZ22,
ZHT20, ZLD+23, ZSM22, LSH20.

Time-Aware
[GLC21, GYX+22, CSZ+22, CZS+21].

Time-Series [GSST16, LLC+22, MMJ16,
SHL19, TR22, CRM+23, MH22].

Time-Sync [YWR+19].

Time-Varying
[QXBT16, WBL21, YZZ22].

Time-Warped
[ZHT20].

Time [VFA+15].

Timescales
[IYSU12].

TipTap [NAD+21].

TKDD
[CT14, vLCV+22].

Topic-Disentangled
[WZL+23b].

Topics
[LML+16, PZW+18].

Topological
[GWZ17, WZL+22].

Tourism
[SMS22].

Tourist
[CLY23].

TPmod
[BMYZ21].

TRACE
[FYN22].

Tracing
[FSXL23].

Tracking
[BBB+22].

Traffic
[DLC21].

Trading
[LYGG22].

Triangles
[BMGC21, CLT+20, DWH+23, HW21, JDE+12,
LFY+23, LIL+23, LLL+23b, LCX+23].

Trafficik
[VLK+23].

Training
[LZL+22, WWZL23, XWZ+22, ZLD+23].

Trajectories
[LQW15, MXP20, RTM18,
TYG+15, ZBL+20].

Trajectory
[DDL21, GLG+22, HXY+19, JCC23].

Transaction
[WCZ+22].

Transactions
[AG+22].

Transduction
[RES22].

Transductive
[RES22].

Transfer
[AHGA14, AZBW21, BGGV12, DKS22,
JHY+23, LSS+22, LXC+22, LYTZ22,
LGZ+21, MES22, SFZ+23, WHN15,
XWZ+22, ZFY14].

Transferable
[SKW+21].

Transference
[OGV22].

Transferring
[WYYW19].

Transform
[SM21, SCCM22].

Transformation
[HYYQ15, LLL+23b, LTB18].

Transformation-Based
[LQZ18].

Transformer
[LZL+23, TR22].

Transforms
[PSFV13].

Transport
[ELH23, LH22].

Transitivity
[JS15].

Translated
[WSZ+16].

Translations
[DA19].

Transmission
[GS19, ZHSL23].

Transport
[DCF+21].

Transportation
[LH22, LHC+23, LSH20].

Travel
[FYN22].

Traversal
[TAYJ17].

Trees
[MRJ11, DJ21, HAKU+08, LCZ07, VCKP08].

Tries
[KP18].

Triadic
[HDT+18, YWR+23, LTH+13].

Triangle
[CC12, JSP15, PZSBLP16, SOK+20,
SLO+21, YSY+22, BCG10].

Triangle-Driven
[PZSBLP16].

Triangles
[AKM20, DERO+17, LJ18].

TRIEST
[DERO+17].

Trifactorization
[WNH15].

Trillion
[PSP+18].

Trillions
[RCM+13].

Trip
[CCTW23].

Truncated
[TLG+23].

Trust
[GZLC21, HZ+15, HNH+13].

Truth
[WSX+23, WZB+23].

TS
[ABW13].

Tucker
[JK23].

Twin
[HDC07].

Twitter
[BPW+18, CF019, MCS+18, VMR17].

Two
[Dor19, SG12, HDC07].

Two-end
[HDC07].

Type
[YTW+16].

Ubiquitous
[XZSY19].

Ultra
[WHMY17].

Ultra-High
[WHMY17].

Unbiased
[WZL+15, ZH21].

Uncertain
[AF13, LZZ22].

Uncertainties
[CHZ23].

Uncertainty
[AZD+21, BAC23].

Uncoupled
[NK20].

Uncoupling
[BBB+22, CRG14, WLS+23, YWW+14, ZHSL23].

Underground
[ZCL19].

Understanding
[JHJK22, WZL+22, WGC+23, XZLL21].

Undirected
[MRTW19].

Unification
[AF16].

Unified
[GF23, MHS20, PFTR16, SI21, WLW+19,
WZL+23b, YLL21b, ZWHL20].


Visible [BRD21]. Viral [ZPC+16]. Virtual [NZW23]. Vis [MCS+18].


[GBTL14, LWB+22].

Walk [NS23]. Walks [MRTW19, NK20].
Warmth [GSI19]. Warped [ZHT20].
Warping [RCM+13]. Wavelet [LLL+23b, THB18]. Way [WLL+22b, LLZ+23]. Weak [LWY16].

X [LYGG22]. Xeljanz [AEEBEE20]. XML [THD+08].

Years [MHKG19].

Zero [HP20].
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